Geology and Health: closing the gap
Skinner, H. Catherine W. and Berger,
Antony R.
Oxford University Press 2003
ISBN 0195162048
This book introduces us to the rapidly
expanding field of Medical Geology
with a wide variety of examples where
geology and health can be related and it
illustrates the many areas of overlap
between these disciplines. The volume
grew out of a meeting held in Sweden in
2000 where scientists — medical, dental
and veterinary and geological —
discussed the relationships between
human and animal health and rocks,
soils and water. The book is by no
means an all-embracing account with
some important areas, for example

environment and the way it affects health,
and finally a group of papers on how
health hazards can or have been identified.
It has always been a problem getting
medical and geological scientists working
together to identify and help remedy
environmentally related health problems.
This is a two way process and this work
does help to close the gap — particularly
from the earth science direction.
The maps listed below are available flat
only; folded versions will follow later in
2004. Maps are £11 each.
1:50 000 series geological maps
Scotland sheet 77: Aberdeen (Sup)
0751834130
Scotland sheet 32E: Edinburgh (B)
0751833592

Recent publications
New geological books and maps
by Elaine Johnston
radioactivity and agriculture,
significantly absent. However, it does
well to stimulate an interest with
contributions from some of the principal
players in this sphere of work. One such
example is Robert Finkleman and
colleagues’ fascinating account of the
health problems associated with coal
combustion in China. There are many
topics of wide general interest ranging
from ‘Human Geophagy’ to ‘Life in a
Copper Province’, ‘Geochemistry and
Vertebrate Bones’ to ‘Anthropogenic
Distribution of Lead’. These all help to
illuminate the diversity of potential
problems and the possibilities for
crossovers between geology and health,
a stated intention by the authors, and
one I believe they succeed well in doing.
For anyone who has an interest in their
own health, and shouldn’t we all, this
account gives some good general
insights as to the harm we are doing to
our environment and the associated
dangers to our health.
The book is well organised in three parts
covering natural geological hazards, the
anthropogenic impact on the geological

Scotland sheet 93E: Evanton(B&Sup)
0751833436
Scotland sheet 109W: Badanloch (B)
0751834076
Scotland sheet 109E: Kildonan (B)
0751833754
Scotland sheet 115E: Reay (B&Sup)
0751833770
1:50 000 Provisional series
geological maps
Scotland sheet 36: Kilmartin (B&Sup)
075183257X
New Sheet Explanations
Sheet Explanations are new-style BGS
Memoirs in the form of A5 full-colour
booklets giving an overview of the
geology of the relevant 50K map sheet.
They are £9 each.
Geology of the Torquay district
Map sheet E350 ISBN 0852724721
Geology of the Appleby district
Map sheet E030 ISBN 0852724691
Geology of the Ringwood district
Map sheet E314 ISBN 0852724640
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New Memoir
Cainozoic geology and landscape
evolution of north-east Scotland
ISBN 0852724632 £40.00
This new memoir provides a synthesis
of the Cainozoic geology covering a
large part of the coastal area of Scotland
from Elgin to Inverbervie. The memoir
is supplied with the Appendices in PDF
format on a CD-ROM.
New Regional Guide
Geology of Northern Ireland; our
natural foundation (2nd edition)
0852724543 £10.00
Published by the Geological Survey of
Northern Ireland, this new regional
guide provides a comprehensive account
of the geology of the region. It presents
detailed, comprehensive information in
a user-friendly way; sites of national or
international significance are described
and illustrated through photographs and
large-scale maps.
New minerals publications
European Mineral Statistics
1998–2002
ISBN 0852724756
(print-on-demand publication) £55.00
paper report, £25 as CD-ROM
European Mineral Statistics 1998–2002
contains tables on the EU countries plus
Norway and Switzerland.
Other new BGS publications
Britain Beneath our Feet; an atlas of
digital information on Britain’s land
quality, underground hazards,
resources and geology
ISBN 0852724799 £5.00
This new book acts as a directory to
themed datasets BGS can make available.
Exploring the landscape of Assynt
0852724713 £12.00
This unique book and map pack describes
eight walks in Assynt, ranging from easy
to more challenging mountain walks. The
book describes these walks in detail,
explains how the landscape has formed
and changed through time, and is
illustrated with photographs and original
paintings which give a birds-eye view of
the routes and scenery. The fold-out
colour map shows the different rock types
which make up the area and also has the
walks and other sites of interest marked.

Perfect for the walker who wants to know
more about this beautiful region, the book
assumes no previous geological
knowledge, but describes the area in clear,
straightforward language.
Murchison’s Wanderings in Russia
Michael Collie and John Diemer
0852724675 £40.00
Born in Scotland in 1792, Roderick
Murchison was a man who left a
remarkable scientific legacy. His interest
in science developed into a lifelong
passion for geology and formed the basis
of his long career. His lifetime’s work
included the establishment of the Silurian
system through extensive work in
England and Wales, and the systems of
the Devonian, Carboniferous and
Permian. He was invited to produce a
geological map of Russia by Czar
Nicholas in 1840 and Murchison,
suspecting that these systems extended
throughout northern Europe, leapt at this
opportunity to further his knowledge. His
map and findings were published as
Geology of Russia in Europe and the Ural
Mountains in 1845. During his Russian
field-seasons, he kept private journals
where he recorded his thoughts and
reflections — lively accounts of life in St
Petersburg and Moscow, meetings with
the Czar, logistical problems and hazards
of travel through unmapped territory. He
kept these journals with the idea of
publishing them on his return as a
nineteenth century popular science book
— a ‘geological travelogue’ to relate his
accounts of his travels and make his
discoveries accessible to the public.
This was never done: Murchison’s
Wanderings in Russia is Murchison’s
unpublished travelogue.
This book is a gold-blocked hardback,
containing a full-colour life-size
reproduction of Murchison’s original
geological map of Russia and colour
reproductions of his accompanying crosssections. These maps and cross-sections
are enclosed in a box bound into the
book. The book is also lavishly illustrated
with etchings of Murchison’s fieldsketches. ❚
All of these publications are available from
the BGS Sales Desk:
Tel: +44(0)115 936 3241
Fax: +44 (0)115 936 3488
e-mail: sales@bgs.ac.uk
Online Shop: www.geologyshop.com
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